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It also provides guidelines for constructing an abstract and general tips for you to keep in mind when drafting.
Cut and paste: To create a first draft of an abstract of your own work, you can read through the entire paper
and cut and paste sentences that capture key passages. Then, in a separate document, rewrite the sentences and
phrases in your own words. From this abstract you now know that although the dissertation has nothing to do
with modern Brazilian politics, it does cover the role of newspapers in changing traditional mechanisms of
power. For the referees, and the few readers who wish to read beyond the abstract, the abstract sets the tone for
the rest of the paper. Are there any applications? The purpose of the background, as the word itself indicates,
is to provide the reader with a background to the study, and hence to smoothly lead into a description of the
methods employed in the investigation. Developing such a skill takes practice. All good abstracts recapitulate
the paper and contain the four key parts listed above. Titles can sometimes help winnow the field, but many
titles are not very descriptive. A good first place to start your research is to search Dissertation Abstracts
International for all dissertations that deal with the interaction between newspapers and politics. What
methods did you use to study the problem? Why would a reader be interested in the larger work? A wide
variety of acceptably composed backgrounds is provided in Table 2 ; most of these have been adapted from
actual papers. Some journals include additional sections, such as Objectives between Background and
Methods and Limitations at the end of the abstract. Problem: What problem does this work attempt to solve?
A descriptive abstract briefly describes the longer work, while an informative abstract presents all the main
arguments and important results. Authors abstract various longer works, including book proposals,
dissertations, and online journal articles. An abstract is a self-contained, short, and powerful statement that
describes a larger work. It should contain enough information to enable the reader to understand what was
done, and how. For this, the abstract must have some general qualities. Table 2 Open in a separate window
Methods The methods section is usually the second-longest section in the abstract. Only a dedicated reader
will peruse the contents of the paper, and then, most often only the introduction and discussion sections. Table
4 Open in a separate window Results The results section is the most important part of the abstract and nothing
should compromise its range and quality. If you follow this formula, your abstract will be well organized and
will contain all the essential elements. If you are abstracting your own writing When abstracting your own
work, it may be difficult to condense a piece of writing that you have agonized over for weeks or months, or
even years into a word statement. How the dissertation does it The time period studied in this dissertation
includes the expansion of voting rights and gains in black political power, the desegregation of public schools
and the emergence of white-flight academies, and the rise and fall of federal anti-poverty programs. The
results section should therefore be the longest part of the abstract and should contain as much detail about the
findings as the journal word count permits. In the first draft, you may not remember all the key terms or the
results, but you will remember what the main point of the work was. Well, because it is often the only section
of a paper that is read and usually determines whether a reader downloads and reads the rest of the paper.
Essentially, an abstract should reflect all the parts of your paper, but in shortened form. Conclusion This
dissertation challenges the argument that movements are inconsequential. LinkedIn One of the most important
parts of a scientific article is the abstract. The time period studied includes the expansion of voting rights and
gains in black political power, the desegregation of public schools and the emergence of white-flight
academies, and the rise and fall of federal anti-poverty programs. What is new or innovative about the
findings? It is therefore the duty of the author to ensure that the abstract is properly representative of the entire
paper. How does this work add to the body of knowledge on the topic? Or, in the case of a conference paper,
the abstract will determine whether it is accepted or not for presentation to colleagues. The most important
information first. By propelling change in an array of local institutions, movement infrastructures had an
enduring legacy in Mississippi.


